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 Anny Baguhn 
 
 Messages from our 
 
 Older Brothers 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Anny Baguhn, born in 1901, was the daughter of the machinery manufacturer Carl Baguhn from Hamburg. She showed 

a great musical and artistic talent from an early age. In 1920 she married the architect Frido Wald who died later as a 

prisoner of war. Mrs. Baguhn was a co-founder of the “Deutsch-Indischen-Gesellshaft” (German-Indian Society) and 

later its long serving leader. With Mrs. H. Zehmke she founded the “Parapsychologische Gesellschaft Hamburg” 

(Parapsychological Society, Hamburg) in the sixties. From 1985 onwards, she belonged to the “UFO-Forschungsgruppe 

Hamburg” (UFO Research Group, Hamburg) founded by Dr. Teichmann. – In 1961 she started a remarkable 

experiment: A New Zealand contactee gave her and the sensitive Herta Schachner an appointed time when they were 

asked to prepare themselves to receive a telepathic message. It was the first of around 100 messages that Mrs. Baguhn 

published in her legendary “Blauen Heften” (Blue Notebooks). During a SWF program (SWF = Südwestrundfunk) on 

the 22nd of April 1978 she explained to the SWF journalist Klaus Langer: “I am convinced that we are just at the 

beginning”. – Her UFO archive was probably the largest on the European Continent, but it was unfortunately 

irretrievably lost. When Mrs. Baguhn had to go to hospital at age 87, her nephew used the opportunity: He disbanded 

her flat, sold her antiques and destroyed her archive – she ended up in a nursing home. Mrs. Baguhn passed away on 

the 19th of May 1992 aged 91. 
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Haul yourself up from the depths of your HEART 

you human child and take a look at yourself.  

The human creature swings eternally as a  

component of the ALMIGHTY’S revelation, with  

all its stars and suns, eternally transforming outside,  

but eternally remaining the same INSIDE,  

a component of the UNIVERSAL-ONE.  

 

 
23rd of July 1964 – 9:30 am 
 

Human thought processes are so varied that it looks like a colourful carpet from a higher point of 

view. The things that are clearly self-evident to the brightest thinkers are incomprehensible and 

unacceptable to the dullest thinkers – and ridiculous and incredible to others.  

 

A great LIGHT, an enlightenment marches through human thought processes. The capacity to grasp 

things expands more and more and the things many are not prepared to contemplate today, will 

become common place tomorrow, they will become part of their character and place them in the 

position to align their circumstances UPWARDS with this knowledge, ergo to perfect them – to 

alleviate them.  

 

31th of July 1964 – 4 pm 
 

The secrets of creation are temporarily veiled from human thoughts to eventually reveal themselves 

again at a given time so that the human evolution can proceed towards higher levels of 

consciousness. The moment of awakening represents a great danger to all humanities, whereby we 

include the populations of other inhabited planets. You have now reached this point of danger: 

Things that were veiled and only privy to adepts are now entering the human consciousness, people 

feel the POWER and the MIGHT and they want to put it into action and start something. The insight 

that atoms can be split and that they can have an effect in this condition, that new connections can 

create new and all kinds of things for you, is only the beginning of gigantic insights and creative 

processes and they will barge across human thoughts with unforeseen velocity and ampleness.    

 

If people could gratefully accept this higher development and use and utilise all future cognitions 

and insights for peaceful purposes, planet Earth would have a future one could only dream of in 

one’s fantasy. The IMPULSES of the here and now circle around the Earth and all human thoughts 

can be affected by them if they are prepared for this. And this is the great danger! Because when the 

inventor-finder, ergo the consciously receiving, understands and puts these secrets into practice 

without being aware of the responsibility and the harm he can cause within the recognised, the 

physical, his fellow human being’s evolution is in danger and it can be interrupted on the planet for 

lengthy periods of time. Only physical life is endangered, but this doesn’t mean that it is of no 

concern in regards to mankind’s evolution or whether a whole humanity, one that already developed 

higher in regards to independent thoughts and actions, could be annihilated in its physical aspect. 

 

Even though the life the CREATIVE POWER exhaled is of an unutterable bounty and unimaginable 

abundance, take the seeds of plants as an example, it would not be of great concern in the overall 

picture within the evolution of the cosmoses if creatures a “dust particle planet” accommodates 

would be swiped away, but it would still constitute a misfortune to eminent ENTITIES and those 

near the dying planet and an event that cannot be quickly restored back to harmony and order, ergo 

something that isn’t required in the higher development of life. It would be an interruption of the 



natural unfoldment of life and a disturbance in the solar system of the affected planet and in 

neighbouring systems.  

 

Revealed life as such and the  CREATIVE POWER as such do however remain eternally the same. 

The CREATIVE POWER exhales such an ampleness, with eternally the same ENERGY and 

LOVE, that nothing exists that could diminish them and that everywhere where something is 

transformed, new things are formed. Time and space do not play a role. Knowing this doesn’t give 

human beings the right to disturb their fellow men on planet Earth and life on other planets with the 

application of their newly received knowledge. Knowledge and wisdom must work hand in hand 

and life’s ampleness and beauty will then be revealed, more and more things will be revealed to the 

HUMAN SPIRIT and this will be utilised to make all life lighter, brighter and more light-hearted, 

utilised to bless it and to gratefully accept it as a gift from the UNIVERSAL CREATOR.  

 

6th of August 1964 – 2:30 pm 
 

The moment the soul separates from the body, all mundane things become insubstantial, they fall 

away from it like an old garment, and the GARMENTS of the SOUL that have been weaved in the 

WORLD of THOUGHTS become visible, having been created from the thoughts the person in 

question thought on Earth. If you lived in constant fear and anxiety, without trust, without hope and 

without LIGHT, you will be enveloped in a GREY FOG and your gaze will be dull for a long time…  

 
(The very lengthy explanation could unfortunately not be recorded) 

 

7th of August 1964 – 10:30 pm Meditate:  
 

YOU have given me eyes to see all of YOUR revelations, so why shouldn’t I desire to 

see the miracles of YOUR earths? 

 

YOU have given me ears to hear, so why shouldn’t I desire to hear the murmuring of 

the sea or the singing of the forests? 

 

Allow me to see and to hear what can be seen and heard on YOUR earths, so that I can 

learn to see and hear more and more of YOU in everything, so I can comprehend YOU. 

 

4th of September 1964 – 22:30 pm 
 

Resign yourself to the fact that certain secrets of creation remain hidden from the HUMAN SPIRIT. 

Human beings like to be able to explain everything and they form an image of their environment 

and themselves. This image is however subject to constant change and it must change every time 

their consciousness has changed.  

 

Nothing actually changes in creation’s existing facts and conditions, it’s just that human beings 

constantly look at them differently, because they grow from one STATE of CONSCIOUSNESS to 

the next.  

 

8th of September 1964 – 8:30 am 
 

It is presently only possible to try to explain things to you that you would find important to have 

explained to you, with partially still imperfect similes and pictograms. When you want to call your 

far away friend, you either utilise the written word, something you have to learn in order to make 



yourself understood, or the telephone that has to be available. You must also know the number of 

the one you want to call or the address. It therefore takes quite a bit of insight, knowledge and 

technological aids for two people to communicate with one another. No communication is possible 

if these are not present, unless you have command of telepathy, the UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE of 

all cosmoses.  

 

The way you require a few things to make yourself understood in the physical, you also require a 

few things to make yourself understood in the NON-PHYSICAL in order to make contact with 

helpful ENTITIES so you can receive their ENERGIES. You can be a RECEIVER that catches 

everything. But you can also specialise in the reception of specific EMANATIONS. You can also 

SEND. You can also SEND OUT questions and you will receive your answered from the LEVEL 

that you have reached through your consciously emanated questions. You will therefore always 

receive the answer that you can understand. Incomprehensible answers to dispatched questions 

should be immediately rejected. When contacted, a helping ENTITY will never give an unclear 

answer. A clearly asked question will indeed bring an answer, because those that can SEND clearly 

can also RECEIVE clearly. These things should be a matter of course as part of one’s character, 

they then function without difficulties. The moment ulterior thoughts or secondary thoughts disturb 

the communication with other ENTITIES, clear communication can no longer take place.  

 

20th of September 1964 
 

“You should not take the name of the LORD, your GOD, in vain, because the LORD will not leave 

those unpunished that abuse his sacred name.” – Think about this and know: Every sound and every 

thought is an ENERGY that effects something in another sphere that lies above the physical, ergo 

the visible. Now when you thoughtlessly use the name of GOD or the name of JESUS, of whom 

you have a certain concept in your soul, something will break in their structure, in their existence – 

and you will have punished yourself. Therefore avoid using the sacred sound “GOD” and the sacred 

name “JESUS” thoughtlessly. These are nuances that not all people are capable of understanding, 

but you, who are on the right path, will understand this and take it to heart.  

 

22nd of September 1964 - 1:50 pm 
 

It is possible to find out when and where insalubrious events for the people on Earth could take 

place. Appropriate mediums find it possible to receive given warnings with clarity. But only the 

mediums that know infallibly that they are not being duped may pass these warning on and only 

those mediums that out of deep love and a willingness to humbly place their abilities in the service 

of mankind without a craving for recognition. Therefore text yourselves precisely!  

 

27th of September 1964 – 9:30 am 
 

Everything has been prepared for human beings to the finest and highest detail; but human beings 

cannot comprehend this at the present stage of their development, their spiritual growth; they do not 

yet know their own capabilities and they have not comprehended that “Heaven” is WITHIN 

themselves. This is the way it is with a seed: A seed that contains everything, the full glory of the 

plant and the POWER of imperishableness, fruitfulness and beauty, knows nothing of what it really 

is. It is a compressed IDEA, predestined to become visible and to develop higher, existing within 

creation for as long as it is capable of movement, in action like the BREATH of the ALMIGHTY. 

If the soil is ready, the granule grows and bears fruit – a thousand time over.  

 

This soil has been prepared for human beings on untold planets, ergo also on Earth. What plants do 



unknowingly, human beings are able to comprehend fully and completely and they can thereby 

recognise their scope of abilities, they can knowingly utilise the conditions on, in and around their 

home planet for their progress and welfare. This ability to recognise, this conscious ability to grow 

and this fully-conscious gift of being allowed to unfold is a source of the highest joy and refreshment 

for the awakening HUMAN SPIRIT. This knowing: “I am alive” – “I am” – “I may know, strive 

and create" - "I can ask for enlightenment” – “I know that ENTITIES are with me and around me 

that love me” – this is the “Heaven” in you.  

 

29th of September 1964 – 4:30 pm 
 

There are only a few people on Earth that deal with what’s essential which is to fathom how human 

being can make the Earth subservient, that is to say, how they can fully unfold their lives on Earth 

and with the Earth. Every mother loves her children and would like to make the life she has given 

them as beautiful and joyful as possible. The same applies to every planet that carries life. 

Everything is ready so that you may live a free, joyful and fully conscious life.  

 

How you roam about, finding life a burden most of the time, because you deal too much with 

unessential things. What is essential is that you unfold the spiritual, the true person more and more 

and that you learn to walk freer and more confident in your physical gown. The conscious donning 

and discarding of the body, the conscious knowledge about past lives, the management of the 

POWERS inherent in human beings, the knowing management of the POWERS and conditions on 

the home planet and its environment, this is essential – and not the getting caught up in transient 

situations and the emotions of the human senses.  

 

All encumbrances from the past are ballast and a hindrance in regards to the progress of the given 

opportunities for unfoldment for human beings. All attachments are a hindrance. The correct 

striving on the path to people’s full unfoldment is by being a spectator and by not identifying with 

transient things and events, by being a creator, by being consciously able to think and imagine the 

possibilities and by comprehending the LAW of CAUSE and EFFECT.            
 

14th of October 1964 – 12:30 pm 
 

The time has come to tell you how you can expand your consciousness so you can help with restoring 

the harmony within the development of human beings on Earth. Eminent ENTITIES have pushed 

technology here on Earth with great intensity and its development progresses at great speed. But 

human thought processes can no longer deal with this situation and they must be adapted so that 

the disharmony that developed from this discordance can be transformed back to harmony. Human 

beings must regain control over all forms of technology and above everything else, must realise that 

they are the lords on Earth and that all their technological achievements are only there to serve them 

and to make their life on Earth a joyful experience. Every human built machine should only serve 

the purpose of serving human beings the right way, to do their profane work, to reveal the earth and 

the cosmos to them, to allow them to live lighter, brighter and happier during the phase of their 

incarnation on Earth.  

 

Small exercises can expand one’s thought processes and if the will to learn is there, people can 

achieve global thinking and actions very quickly with the help of their built-in CAPABILITIES. 

What is of importance is to force oneself to be quiet amidst one’s everyday experiences and to look 

at everything first before voicing an opinion. Equanimity and indifference are two different things! 

Learn to be imperturbable, learn to empathise with your neighbours thoughts, learn to understand 

and to love your contemporary world and gradually expand this understanding and this love over 



all the nations on Earth.  

 

Do so if you are able to travel and try to draw the land and its people INSIDE of you so all events 

and experiences can continue to live inside of you. Distance yourselves from daily occurrences as 

often as you can, but do so without neglecting your duties, without turning into dreamers and 

romancers. Your daily chores will become a lot faster and easier to perform if you do not only deal 

with the daily odds and ends, but expand your mind far and wide and feel associated with all life on 

your planet.  

 

17th of October 1964 
 

When you prepare your meals, when you clean the house or when you look after the children, when 

you play with them or teach them, remember that millions of women to the same and feel at one 

with them. STREAM yourselves over all of the women and mothers on Earth. You will perform 

your daily tasks with a smile and with energy knowing that you will never be alone. SEND out all 

your ideas and intuitions and you will become richer and more inventive then you ever were. When 

you do your duties with this on you mind, everything will be easy for you. May every man perform 

his work the same way, knowing that he does everything for and with everyone, that he carries the 

responsibility imposed on him in regards to all life, for all and with all. – Remember our words!  

 

18th of October 1964 – 8:30 pm 
 

Let your highest striving be to be healthy of body and soul, no matter whether you see yourselves 

as young or old. A healthy human being radiates beauty, joy and LIGHT and it is a SOURCE of 

ENERGY to its environment, at any time. Strive for health and naturalness, strive to separate your 

thoughts and action from all little attachments, open up to INTUITIONS, to IMPARTATIONS, 

because you were created for this. Created to be creative, imaginative beings whose thoughts grow 

more and more into the cosmos by loving and respecting one another and whose actions create a 

paradise of joy and gratefulness on their home planet. Everyone should bring up the courage to do 

and to think what they find good and beautiful and not annoy and disturb their fellow men in the 

process.  

 

When you plant flowers, plant them the way you see them in your garden and not the way your 

neighbour might plant them. Furnish your dwellings according to what pleases you and don’t think 

that every house has to look like the other. The variety of forms of expression in particular 

invigorates creation and creates joy and movement. Think for yourselves, create by yourselves, live 

the way you want to and do not allow all of this to be taken from you, because to be creative means 

to truly live!  

 

The things that we tell you are most of the time things that you know that they are deep in your 

heart. But the way a mother continuously admonishes her children over again to do this or that or to 

leave this or that alone, out of love, care and wisdom, the same applies to you and us. Everything 

happens because of love – love – love!  

 

The end of October 1964 
 

When ignorant people ridicule you, because you are capable of HEARING messages, and say that 

what you write are your thoughts, then tell them that “one’s own thoughts” do not actually exist. 

Even the thoughts of the highest ENTITIES are only the reflections of thoughts of the 

UNIVERSAL-ONE in a more or less clear and pure form. The higher a consciousness, it is the 



mirror wherein the thoughts of the ALMIGHTY may reflect, the clearer, purer and more cosmic the 

reflections will be; but the more clouded the consciousness, the muddier and unclear the recognition 

of the ALMIGHTY’S thoughts will be.  

 

 
30th of November 1964 
 

The LORD of the Earth speaks during the winter solstice:  

 

“I love the Earth and everything that lives and weaves on it. MY LOVE is strong and 

pure and it is up to each human HEART to decide whether it wants to receive my love 

and ME in the process. I flow into every HEART when it is open because of a yearning 

for harmony, beauty and universal love, I flow inside in order to make everything unfold 

therein, everything that the FATHER deposited there as a seed. I would like to make all 

the love, the harmony and the apprehension of eternity unfold in you through the 

STREAM of MY love. Open your HEARTS to the SOURCE of LOVE that flows from 

MY HEART into human hearts into all eternity.  

 

Love is the creative energy begotten in GOD’S HEART, carried by the SONS of LOVE 

and LIGHT, flowing to the HEARTS of all living beings in a powerful, unbroken 

STREAM that creates and maintains all life that can consciously perceive this LOVE in 

their HEARTS. Felicitous are those that know this and promote these STREAMS of 

LOVE by streaming them over all life. To be a loving servant is the highest fulfilment 

for all revealed lifeforms. Love animates, love receives, love carries and unites, love is 

the most powerful perceptible energy and it flow over everything revealed and 

unrevealed.”  

 

 
10th of December 1964 – 4:30 pm 
 

We tell you that the LORD speaks: 

 

“The fact that you human children do not believe in ME doesn’t hurt ME. I know what 

the FATHER of all THINGS placed within you and I know the glorious tree that must 

grow from this seed. MY THOUGHTS – I say this with love – are not your thoughts. I 

am nothing but love – love – love for you alone!” 

 

 
21st of December 1964 – 11:30 am 
 

We thank all of those that hear our words and disseminate them selflessly amongst their fellow men 

that do not yet understand how to HEAR and to SEE what’s between Heaven and Earth, but wait to 

hear a word from their OLDER BROTHERS, because we are love and we ask you to feel this love 

and to handed it on from HEART to HEART. Your Christmas is a time to reflect for a while and to 

turn to your sacred HEARTS. HEAR us talk and pray there, SEE us bless you and enlighten you 

therein.  

 

Quietly and proudly fold your hands and remember the ONE that walked on Earth at that time of 

year to prove his love for you and to show you that you are capable of representing his way of life. 

He was proud, beautiful and wise and everything welled up from within him; what he said came 



from him and he only relied on the FATHER with whom he is one. Think of him on Christmas Eve 

with joy and gratefulness and consciously receive his love and his blessing for everything you do 

and think. – We love you! 

 

 
3rd of January 1965 
 

The way wise parents can gauge the state of consciousness of their children and therefore know how 

to deal with their welfare, terrestrial mankind’s OLDER BROTHERS also know what serves its 

higher development and what it can comprehend and put into practice.  

 

The average citizen’s STATE of CONSCIOUSNESS can be judged by the gross total thoughts that 

circle the globe. The OLDER BROTHERS must however deal with terrestrial human beings whose 

consciousness lies above the average, not as a reward, no, but because they know that an above 

average person is capable of becoming conscious, or is already conscious of its assignments and 

responsibilities in regards to its fellow men.  

 

Knowledge obliges and is therefore often a great burden for the knowledgeable who are prepared to 

help in any way possible. They try to incessantly reach the consciousness levels of the awakened 

ones with a lot of love and wisdom and this day and night, in order to be heard, seen and understood 

to benefit the sleepers and the awakening. This is therefore the duty of those that are capable of 

HEARING and SEEING to pass this on to their fellow men humbly, simply, faithfully and abjectly 

– and it matters not whether they ridicule, deride and avoid them.  

 

One who serves will be heard most times nowadays, because a great awakening of human beings 

has begun and a lot of HEARTS yearn for the words of a loving voice. Therefore never tire of 

helping mankind in this way and do not allow the gift of grace of hearing and seeing to become 

dilapidated. Know that an instrument that is not looked after and not used becomes ineffectual and 

atrophies. The OLDER BROTHERS know that it is difficult to be and to remain a pure instrument 

in these times and encumbered with a physical body, but they will help those that serve. Trust your 

OLDER BROTHERS and their LORDS and MASTERS.  

 

It is also necessary to abide by the instructions in regards to the care of the body so that its demands 

do not interfere with your spiritual work too much. JESUS also fasted and so did all great prophets 

that lived on a planet in a body. The body must be part of the equation, because it is part of a human 

being and it is a wonderful instrument.  

 

 

5th of January 1965 (Feet, respiratory organs, hair, skin and eyes.) 

 

It is important to keep the nose as a breathing filter clean and free. Rinse and inhale with camomile, 

sage, lavender and use essential oils. Regularly wash your feet in the morning and of an evening and 

vigorously rub the soles with water which you added some peppermint oil to. The soles of your feet 

absorb the oil and passes it onto the body. Cleanse your skin every day and make sure that it is 

exposed to light and air. Do gymnastics with your eyes, if you are able, by learning to roll them and 

by closing them once in a while for moments at a time during the day. Your eyes are precious 

because they convey the beauty of creation to you. 

 

 
19th of January 1965 – 4 pm 



 

Everything starts to brighten up and this is why a lot of people begin to remember past incarnations, 

initially quite dimly, but with greater clarity later on. But the past home planets, there are lots of 

similar ones, well, some are even almost the same, are often mixed up. A lot of planets within other 

systems look specifically like the Earth and to recognise the right planet is truly difficult. It is less 

difficult to recognise human beings one has to settle something with for the sake of justice and 

COSMIC LAWS. It matters not whether they are incarnated or not.  

 

A lot of embodied people can also entertain good and clear communications with acquaintances 

living on other planets if they occupy the same or a slightly higher level of cognition. This happens 

in a purely telepathic way. Real associations with ENTITIES that live in the NON-PHYSICAL 

WORLD can also develop, ENTITIES that want to or have to incarnate some time in the future. – 

A real association with eminent or most eminent ENTITIES is however very rare, because this 

requires great purity of the HEART, a purity that does not have to be obvious to the eyes. These 

associations are not only possible for Saints that appear as such, but also to everyday people with a 

pure HEART.  

 

The fact is that human beings, as a revelation of the CREATIVE SPIRIT, are a creature whose 

components have the same vibrations that are found throughout the cosmos, wherever it appears.  

 

This is why they consistently congregate together and nothing human exists that could possibly 

stand outside the revelation called human being. The fact that human beings can correspond with 

one another and that neither time no space exists with this type of EXCHANGE of THOUGHTS, 

ergo that neither distances nor links to a specific planet exist, is not something strange. Human 

beings are creatures that enliven and will always enliven the cosmoses. A human being represents 

a microcosm that is predestined to comprehend, to grasp and to enliven the cosmoses, ergo entertain 

an interrelationship with its home planet.      

 

This expansion of your thought processes makes living with your BROTHERS on other planets 

common place, even if you still think in terms of “lightyears” and “kilometres”. These do not exist 

and you will have to detach yourselves from these terms in order to become lighter and brighter. 

Human beings are cosmic beings and not tied to a planet. Exactly the way you can haste from 

continent to continent at ever faster speeds and this with a velocity has become common place to 

you, travelling from planet to planet, mentally as well as physically, will also be common place.  

 

Furthermore, the knowledge that all human beings put together are “Man”, represent man the way 

uncounted leaves represent a tree. But each individual leaf thinks that it is an individual being, 

because it doesn’t know and cannot feel its vital connection with the tree. The tree needs the leaves 

and the leaves are nothing without the tree. Human beings need the planets to be able to reveal 

themselves and the planets need human beings. Everything needs everything else and all of it must 

sense one day that there is only the ONE that thinks, animates and maintains everything, from 

whence everything emerged and returns to again. Creation is joy, carried by LIGHT and held by 

love! A gigantic swinging and singing of atoms, a radiating and glowing, an inconceivable 

movement emerging from the RESTING, eternally EXISTING – from GOD.   

 

21st of January 1965 – 1 pm 
 

Every religious sect is a magnetic force field that holds onto its members, but also sustains them. 

Those that devote themselves to such a sect, and there are many on Earth, relinquish their free will, 

their own capability to think and their creative energy to the advantage of its religious leader. They 



now direct their thoughts and actions according to the thoughts of their leader and they place their 

own thought and creative energies at his disposal.  

 

But remember that JESUS of NAZARETH has been the only pure SPIRIT BEING up to now whose 

thought processes were of a pure divine nature, ergo represent the “THOUGHTS of the FATHER”. 

Even the highest master who donned a terrestrial body is not a completely pure SPIRIT BEING and 

his thoughts and actions still contain some unsettled and unresolved aspects. We know of no leader 

of a sect that is the equal of JESUS.  

 

But everyone must decide for themselves whether they want to try to fully unfold themselves or 

whether they want to bind themselves to and be carried by people whose true thoughts and actions 

they do not really know. That every human being must endeavour to move forwards in its 

unfoldment, to fully unfold the POWERS resting within to the benefit of all of revealed creation is 

self-evident.  

 

The fact is that all spirit beings, even the highest ones that you can still perceive, exist due to the 

illumination POWERS of creatures, be this to benefit or to the detriment of all creations. The great 

SPIRITS yearn for the love of their creatures the way you yearn for love. But all caring CREATIVE 

SPIRITS allow their creatures the freedom of self-determination, all according to the level of 

consciousness their creatures occupy. Only GOD is pure LOVE, pure SPIRIT and existing from 

within HIMSELF. Only HE gives and RADIATES without fail and without demands, because HE 

is in everything all from within HIMSELF.   

 

24th of January 1965 
 

Creation is neither limited below nor above. Worlds that have not yet been recognised can be found 

in the smallest recognisable particles and even the largest discernible is subject to something even 

larger. Human beings will always be confronted with new miracles of creation, no matter how 

expanded and eminent their consciousness may be. Recognise the smile of the ALMIGHTY behind 

everything, because HE constantly prepares new revelations for you. Everything flows, everything 

swings, everything lives and you have the capability to behold, to explore and to partially recognise 

everything around you and also yourselves.  

 

Human beings will never grasp the overall scheme of things, the last coherences and functions, 

because they are a creature and not the UNIVERSAL-ONE CREATOR, even though great creative 

abilities are inherent in them. These abilities can be developed in ways that terrestrial people find 

impossible to imagine, but the inhabitants of other planets provide the proof.  

 

7th of February 1965 
 

Intuition is the ability to sporadically see things, to look into eternally existing REGIONS that 

latently exist on levels that are far beyond the human consciousness of the average citizen. 

Everything only the human consciousness can grasp rests in these regions and it is therefore 

recognisable. This ability to see into the never created REALM of IDEAS is one prerogative of 

human beings. They are predestined to draw from this SOURCE and thereby produce a diversity 

that is inexpressible. Everything physical flowed from the REALM of IDEAS, the non-physical 

REALM of the SPIRIT and contracted through certain IMPULSES in order to become visible. 

Everything is, was and will be, because GOD is everything and everything is GOD.  

 

Genuine intuitions are most of the time experienced by those that are not earthbound. Solitude, 



something that is externally visible, ergo a life behind the walls of a monastery or in caves in the 

mountains, is not a prerequisite for viewing the WORLD of IDEAS of the UNIVERSAL FATHER.  

 

11th of February 1965 – 4:30 pm (TRANSMISSIONS for the people on Earth)  

 

Imagine that these TRANSMISSIONS are like a school designed to provide help for terrestrial 

human beings on their way UPWARDS. Everybody can go to this school, but it is up each to decide 

whether they want to do so or not. Our lectures should in no way interfere with the given functions 

of embodied human beings, on the contrary, it should awaken a conscious feeling of being alive 

within them; a conscious of being able to live from within the SPIRIT, a visible revelation of the 

SPIRIT consciously lived in a body. We would never attempt to instruct you to become 

sanctimoniously hypocritical or effeminately fatalistic. We would like to encourage you to lead a 

responsible, knowledgeable life filled with joy and love, united as one on a beautiful planet, one 

that you should make your subordinate with wisdom and gratefulness, grateful for being allowed to 

live on it. – This is how we see you! 

 

19th of February 1965 
 

The time has come where all the secrets that your beautiful, little Earth still harbours will be 

revealed. Through excavations, that are made easier these days with machinery, when diving under 

water and by recognising visible signs you will realise that significant cultures existed in the past 

that disappeared in order to reappear in different forms. The present day cultural level mankind 

occupies is not the highest ever achieved on Earth, but certainly the loudest, most disharmonious 

and furthest away from true living.  

 

But mankind will be guided back to acknowledging the SPIRIT via technology and through 

fortunate research results in spite of this and ways and means will be revealed that allow an existence 

here on Earth that may seem hardly comprehensible to you now. These great technological 

progresses will be utilised for peaceful purposes and projects human beings find interesting and the 

thus initiated into a higher LEVEL of EXISTENCE, they will be able to leave their home planet 

unscathed, or receive visitors from other planets.  

 

However, terrestrial human beings stand at a crossroads these days, something they confronted often 

enough in the past, but failed to see most times. One could almost call it a “jest” by the CREATIVE 

POWER, namely that human beings have everything inside themselves that they seek in vain outside, 

seeking since time immemorial. If people would recognise that they flowed from GOD with 

everything in tow they would realise that they can do everything they can think of, they would 

always make the right decisions and thus be guided higher and higher.  

 

23rd of February 1965 – 7:30 am 
 

We are the SPEAKERS for all of those that were not heard by you. There are and there always were 

enlightened souls that tried to jolt and knock on the hearts of their fellow men with love and with 

the means available to them at the time. But who amongst you hears them? Who amongst you 

understood them? – Too few! The ENERGY to neutralise the things that hinder the full unfoldment 

of a true human being is not yet sufficient enough. It is an interplay, not to call it a battle, between 

LIGHT and DARKNESS. DARKNESS devours LIGHT all according to its mass and Light drives 

away DARKNESS according to its STRENGTH. BRIGHTNESS, LIGHT allows everything to 

blossom and to grow and DARKNESS hems all unfoldment.  

LOVE and LIGHT are the ENERGIES all creatures require in order to unfold freely and fully. LOVE 



and LIGHT want to bring LOVE and LIGHT to all the HUMAN HEARTS who serve, to redeem 

and illuminate everything. 

 

10:30 am 
 

Breath is the connecting agent between human beings and the cosmos. Without breath, a physical 

life in the form of a human being you represent is not possible. Depending on how and on what 

human beings breathe, they can physically and also spiritually unfold. Certain forms of breathing 

make this or that ring and swing within human beings, all according to their conscious breathing. 

Conscious breathing does not just attract the air you’re familiar with, but also what it contains – 

namely PRANA, its spiritual cause – which in turn will awaken and animate the SPIRITUAL, ergo 

the DIVINE COSMIC that rests within the body.  

 

Enlightened one who knew about these things have always been around, but they guarded the secret 

that is now gradually revealed. Every human being breathes according to nature in order to maintain 

the viability of their physical existence; but being aware of what the realised forms of breathing can 

effect, namely the opening up of people’s discernment and a widening of their horizons, is something 

only those know how to appreciate that learned and apply specific breathing exercises.  

 

There are only a few on planet Earth that strive and also achieve higher development through 

consciously utilising all kinds of existing actualities. Their enlightenment should therefore benefit 

all and sundry, because enlightened people hear and see more than somebody going through the 

motions of living, enlightened people also knows to what degree they can use their insights to benefit 

their fellow men. Anyway, all those that have ascended higher but still linger on Earth should be 

consciously aware of their assignments and responsibilities and undertake nothing just for the sake 

of their own enlightenment. May this address and call upon you who serve.  

 

We were just talking about breathing exercises that lead towards pure spiritual development. 

Everyone can do exercises to animate their purely physical functions if they want to. What is 

however of importance is one’s spiritual higher development which in turn brings about one’s 

physical health and freshness anyway.  

 

The enlightened ones know that they are connected to the WORLD SOUL as a whole; they know 

that they consciously swing within the cosmos and that they participate in all the IDEAS that rest 

within the unrevealed. They see the distress of their fellow men and they know how to alleviate it… 

 
(Transmission interrupted) 

 

 
28th of February 1965 – 8:30 am 
 

JESUS said that “Heaven and Earth may pass, but my word will never pass away”. His words are 

the proclamation of eternally valid COSMIC LAWS wherein all the secrets of all revelations are to 

be found. – “Love thy neighbour as you love thyself”. Doesn’t this say that all are ONE? These 

words actually say: “See your neighbour as you see yourself”. See yourself as a part of the whole 

that you can perceive. And the more you can perceive, the greater and wider will you become. Your 

consciousness will grow and be able to spread across everything, it will reach into the non-revealed 

and it will learn to ever more clearly recognise coherences that are still unexplainable today.  

 

This learning to recognise is the meaning of life on Earth and all UNIVERSAL TEACHERS want 



to help mankind achieve this through their selfless love. They can only utilise human languages, but 

people were given EARS to hear more than their human ears can hear. This listening for things that 

are beyond the audible, visible and noticeable is truly living, is joy and higher development. 

Everything changes from what it was before and your understanding of musical and artistic 

masterpieces, created by adepts for you, will become finer and finer and they will reveal ever higher 

levels of consciousness and thereby higher vibrations to your soul. Do not tire and carry the 

revelation “Man” higher and higher and make it brighter and lighter, more joyful and beautiful 

through this.     

 

10:30 am 
 

Protect all life because the destiny of a seed is to unfold and bear fruit a thousand times over. Only 

once a plant has produced fruit will it wither and give its components back to the Earth. If it is 

destroyed a priory, its existence will have been in vain and its purpose unfulfilled. This applies to 

all life, also to human life. Every life must live to its maturity and bear fruit, fruit that secure and 

heighten the survival of its species.  

 

Human beings should above everything else bear spiritual SEEDS and produce spiritual FRUITS 

that usually see the light of day after the age of 40 years. This is why it is unthinkable that one 

human being should kill another human being, that a human being contemplates war and mass 

murder, that a human being invents weapons that hinder all kinds of life revelations from living their 

life to the end. Human beings should eliminate all of these life-hindering thoughts, because where 

do they get the right from to think or even do such things?  

 

You who strive, protect all life with your thoughts and your deeds. Pray without fail for peacefulness 

and harmony. Remain calm on the outside, but rather more active in your HEARTS. When you see 

injustice, think it away, but do not speak loudly about it and do not begin to judge and put it right, 

remain silent and bless everything around you. Loud people are not mankind’s servants, quiet people 

are because they can spread the enormous power of goodness, beauty and love around them.   

 

Those that still take their own person too serious should know that they represent a burden to their 

environment. This doesn’t mean that you should neglect your body the way many religious orders 

demand. We mean your person, but not your personality. – Do not get agitated when you perceive 

an injustice, remain calm on the outside, but highly active INSIDE. You know what we mean. A 

servant demands neither reward nor recognition, because a servant serves out of love – and love 

carries its own reward within.  

 

Those of you that are still capable of feeling affronted, disadvantaged, neglected or ignored should 

take themselves to task and immediately, thoroughly burn these vices from their HEART. Listen 

carefully, because this must take place in order to truly become a valuable link in the chain called 

mankind. Children must turn into adults and a well brought up child has an easier life than an ill-

mannered child.  

 

Don’t you hurt yourselves the most when your fellow men exasperate you? You make everything 

even worse with your irritation and you hurt yourselves and you poison your AURA and everything 

around you – and you turn into an irritation to those around you. 

 

When somebody does you an injustice without realising it, react quickly, smile benignly and 

remember JESUS’S words: “Father, forgive them for they do not know what they do.” – But you 

who strive should know what you do. You shouldn’t only know what you do right, you should also 



know what you do wrong. Everything you relate to your little, unimportant self is an injustice 

committed by you! 

 

Don’t be surprised about the language that we use, you are growing into adults and it is necessary 

to talk to you like this once in a while. Nobody can force you to listen to us, but the language we 

use should encourage you to tidy up your affairs so that you may stand at our side strong and 

reformed in order to help us help those whose energy does not yet suffice to recognise what adversity 

and misery brings and what is required to make their life worth living, beautiful and meaningful.  

 

Kind words are easy to listen to, but you must become powerful and wise and to achieve this requires 

a hard school, honest teachers and willing students. You live at a time where strong HEARTS and 

souls are necessary, because all upheaval brings confusion and sorrow to begin with. Well, this is 

how unawakened souls see it. Like startled children, they require love and strong protectors, they 

also require indoctrination and security. Your assignment might feel uncomfortable to you as a 

person, but uplifting to your HEART. Take our hand and our doctrine and walk along the path of 

service with us and all OLDER BROTHERS.  

 

 
6th of March 1965 – 8:30 pm 
 

We perceive a great confusion within the thoughts of terrestrial human beings and we also know 

that it is most times quite difficult to make contact with you who strive. Only your loving 

TEACHERS and GUIDES have presently the POWER to reach your HEARTS. Therefore listen 

carefully to the VOICES that are beginning to talk inside of you and don’t believe those that say to 

you that to do so isn’t right. Listen to the caring words, the admonitions and indoctrinations that 

flash through your minds and begin to assert themselves. Your bright and caring BROTHERS try 

from all angles to light the LIGHT within you: We, your OLDER BROTHERS who still wear a 

body and they, your OLDER BROTHERS who are disembodied, are around you. Comprehend that 

there is no difference between those that caringly serve. All are one – and one is all and everything.  

 

Avert your thoughts from the pretentions of the flesh, from your expectations of things that are life-

hindering. Know with a childlike trust that you have the right to live and to complete your life to 

achieve the degree of maturity your terrestrial life should be lived for. Everything have been so 

lovingly designed, everything has a meaning and the meaning of life is comprehensible to every 

being on planet Earth and on equal planets within the vastness of the cosmoses.  

 

Be also aware that you are not tied to a planet, because as your consciousness expands, your 

existence’s opportunities also expand for you. Your home is not just on your present home planet, 

your home is the cosmos – are the cosmoses! Time and space are a part of the sphere of the physical 

body, but not the existence of the spiritual BEING called MAN.  

 

Human beings generally take the components for their bodies from the planet where they live their 

physical life. They can however leave this planet after having reached a specific height of 

consciousness, ergo take their physical bodies with them to other planets that consist of the same 

components as the planet they were born on. The external emanations of the host planet are therefore 

not that decisive, because the physical body, having been INTERNALLY spiritualised, can achieve 

quite severe changes within the emanations of the new home planet thereby remaining in its physical 

state for as long as a life on the visited planet is allocated. Lifespans, measured according to time 

and hours, are quite different on planets of a different composition. But we are dealing here only 

with physical apparitions that take place within time and space and are therefore conditional to time 



and space.  

 

We call out to you over again and with all the means available to us: The time has come to wake up 

and to lighten up! Only take notice of the VOICES that have a clear and pure effect on you and that 

touch your HEARTS like the voice of your mother or your father. Whether these VOICES are strict 

or loving, whether they are loud or gentle, listen within and do what’s suggested by them. May the 

name of those that ridicule and deride you be ever so high sounding to your ears, listen within and 

know that you are secure wherever “FATHER” and “MOTHER” caringly advise you. The POWER 

to become a SEER or CLAIRAUDIENT, thereby being able to turn into Bearers of Light for 

everything around you that yearns for LIGHT and love in spite of all that derision and conceitedness,  

comes from INSIDE.  

 

Be truthful, faithful and humble and be grateful for being allowed to HEAR and SEE, be grateful 

for being allowed to consciously serve. Your life has sense and meaning to you, your life is rich and 

bright even if you seem “poor” and “unfathomable” in the eyes of those that cannot “see”. Walk 

your own path and remember the words of your UNIVERSAL TEACHER: “Bless those that curse 

you, do good to those that hate you.” – Be kind to all by blessing them all with your love, by being 

an archetype, by showing patience and with the LIGHT that shines from WITHIN. – We love you! 

 

As you have, and this against a lot of ideas that are buzzing around on Earth, already lived on many 

other planets, the remembrance of your other home planets is still present in all human being. This 

is why everything you are capable of imagining is real and true to a certain degree, even if it seems 

strange. These remembrances are usually misty and severely blurred most of the time and very rarely 

clear and pure. When people imagine the inhabitants of other planets as animals, insects or strange 

misty creatures and formless masses, you find that all of these types of remembrances of past 

experiences and viewed are indeed blurred and unclear.  

 

We already told you that a lot of planets are very similar and that it is quite difficult to recognise in 

review where something or other was experienced. There are however human beings that can 

already live a conscious life and they can review all of their past lives the way a human being can 

partially review their terrestrial life and therefore know exactly where they were and what they did, 

heard and saw, ergo what they were taught here and there.  

 

You still have an infinite lot of moving, interesting, august and worthwhile things in front of you. 

Life-hindering ENTITIES consciously want to obfuscate your view. Look through them with a smile 

and see yourselves as cosmic beings – as inhabitants of the universe.  

 

All mothers must allow their children to move far away and this is why Mother Earth does not hold 

you back, she is happy to see you return once in a while to eat from her table and to sleep in her bed 

so that she can tell you how much she loves you and so she can advise you and look after you. She 

is pleased to hear you talk about distant lands, she rejoices in the fact that you are happy. But no 

loving mother clasps her child tightly to her chest and no loving mother locks her children up in her 

house in order not to lose them. – Think about this!   

 

Be patient with those that cannot yet follow the flight of your thoughts that race towards us. Your 

thoughts are still alien to them and the will to unfold their true being is not yet powerful enough 

within them. But you should also observe the head-start your TEACHERS have in their thinking 

and never see yourselves as perfect and infallible. You strive and you know that everything inside 

of you awaits its unfoldment, but you also know that you are the ones that must strive, serve and 

endeavour to be able to become more perfect all the time. A lot of people only require a little push 



these days and the fountain in their HEART begins to bubble and to flow. You are the ones that seal 

and lock up this wondrous thing through your prejudices and rigid thoughts that you copy from 

those that were there before you, unenlightened and rigid. Those that are free from prejudices and 

unattached to traditions will succeed in living the miracle of a true life.  

 

7th of February 1965 – 11:30 pm 
 

For as long as people are not trained in how to transform the available nourishment into body-

sustaining energy, their selection of nourishment must be guided by what experienced people advise 

them to eat and what not to eat. There are a number of things to consider in order to avoid harm. 

Something that certainly has to be considered are age, temperament and constitution of the person 

concerned and also the location where this person lives. But feeding the body should certainly not 

be seen as the most important thing, because when the soul is properly nourished, people will 

automatically know by themselves what they should and shouldn’t do, what to eat and to drink in 

order to keep their body, as an instrument of the soul, clean and efficient.  

 

But listen and know that every planet produces and grows things that serves its mankind as proper 

nourishment. Many herbs that are heedlessly trod upon grow to heal human beings!  

 

When you take a bath that you added some essential oils to, it is advisable to drink a glass of water 

with a few drops of peppermint oil in it. This create an interaction from outside to the inside and 

vice versa that is very wholesome. This should however not be done when using bath salts or 

essences, only when using genuine, compatible oils.  

 

15th of March 1965 – 10 am 
 

Moodiness is always a sign of a low spiritual level. Recognise that those whose character is always 

the same are striving, awakened and consciously living people. People that always have one illness 

or another, that constantly complain, feel sorry for themselves and only talk about themselves, are 

difficult to awaken from their sleep, particularly when they themselves already awakened. 

Awakened people smile or laugh about the inadequateness’s of their body and they usually know 

the coherences, the causes and know the appropriate measures to take. They often do not do the 

things they should do, because they feel that it would waste too much time.  

 

Know that all of this is not all that important; what is important is a conscious willingness to serve 

and a completely impersonal, hot, glowing love for all life. Those that lack this enormous, 

nonjudgmental love find that their path to the LIGHT is long and dark. One can indeed learn how 

to love, but only if one takes one’s own person not too serious. When one no longer feels ingratitude, 

derision and lovelessness directed at oneself, one’s inherent love can begin to glow. Those that only 

softly talk about love, but do not feel it in their HEARTS, do not know it, this creative POWER and 

ENERGY, this SOURCE of a true life – this love.  

 

Your OLDER BROTHERS 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Part 2 



 
15th of July 1964 
 

If you believe that wars must happen because there would otherwise be too many people on planet 

Earth and that their numbers must be reduced through wars, you are incorrect. Listen to me and I 

will tell all of you: This, what you call “war”, is the most unworthy and most inhuman thing human 

beings have ever conceived. There has never been a planet that has been overpopulated with beings 

that live on it. There will never be too many human beings populating a planet. Revealed life will 

always find a balance and it will always find harmony. There is no need for one being to destroy 

another being’s precious body, thereby burdening itself with guilt, just so it can maintain its own 

body’s viability. This point of view is the darkest and most unworthy human beings can 

contemplate! To think that you can only survive by destroying other physical life is an error in 

reasoning.  

 

16th of July 1964 
 

Know that a lot of “sons of God” or “daughters of God” will make an appearance and cause a lot 

hullabaloo in the process. Some of them will lead a comfortable life from what they do and their 

conceitedness, vanity and imperiousness will abound. All human beings are GOD’S CHILDREN 

and a genuine CHILD of GOD is simple and humble, it doesn’t perform marvels that should astonish 

all and sundry in order to make them believe in the power and might of the miracle worker.          

 

JESUS healed and acted in order to verify the FATHER within himself. He acted out of love for the 

HIGHEST and out of love for the lowest. He neither accepted money nor was he after praise nor 

recognition. He walked on Earth in a beautiful, radiant, noble, genteel, wise and humble way, an 

archetype, a knower, a SON of the MOST HOLY and HIGHEST. You should therefore also walk 

along, knowing that you are also CHILDREN of the HIGHEST to whom everything belongs to, 

because life is GOD and GOD is everything.  

 

19th of July 1964 – 2:30 pm 
 

Where is your home? – Your home is deep within your HEART and once you have recognised and 

grasped this, you will be at home everywhere, there will no longer be a here or there, no today or 

tomorrow, no day and no hour for you. You will then live in the eternal, living, swinging NOW, in 

GOD, the one and only CAUSE of all causes.  

 

21st of July 1964 (For all that strive and love) 

 

I will take everything from you that you do not absolutely require to achieve a fuller and more 

radiant life. I will give you everything the moment when it is required and I will take it away from 

you when you no longer need it; everything happens out of love and welfare. Therefore abandon 

your worries and your fears, live, love, work and strive for the LIGHT! But guard against 

conceitedness and above everything, guard against everything that would like to drag you with great 

shrewdness, even today, from your path.  

 

You have passed your tests; you often grumbled and called out: “Take this cross from me”, but you 

carried it and you are still carrying it today. Don’t allow it to be too heavy; it ties you to the Earth, 

the body and the harried bodies of your fellow men. Be grateful for the cross, because it will turn 

into WINGS of LIGHT and LOVE for you. Do not tie yourself to either people, ideas or things. You 

are a being within the cosmos and should be a master over a lot of things whose servant you still are 



today. 

 

Our words are heard the way a musician HEARS the roar and the sounds from a non-material world. 

Based on his studies in the physical world, the musician is able to hold onto this roar and these 

sounds in the form of musical notes to then convey them, to a certain degree, to his contemporary 

world so it can participate in his experiences with higher worlds. But if he is not able to translate 

his experiences into something generally comprehensible, he cannot convey it to anyone. It is 

possible that some people are predestined to transmit higher things, but a certain amount of studying 

physical things is required in spite of this. The talent alone does not suffice, neither with an artist 

nor a conveyor of messages from an OTHER WORLD. To be a mediator always requires some 

striving. “What you inherited from your fathers, you have acquired to possess”, wrote Goethe the 

adept. The “fathers” are the OLDER BROTHERS, ergo the spiritual FATHERS.  

 

23rd of July 1964 – 5:30 pm 
 

I call upon you over again: Give all your power and love to the STREAM that maintains life! The 

Earth is not a peaceful home for human beings. She has never been one – but she would dearly like 

to be one. She is restive within and so are people. They have disturbed and destroyed her protective 

layer and disturbed the life-supporting AETHERS that circle around the terrestrial body, wantonly, 

bellicosely, dully and unenlightened. Out of fear that stems from ignorance, they played with things 

they are not mature enough to utilise by a long shot. All of this activity draws the “greatest 

admiration” from the unawakened and they marvel at feats that endanger all life.  

 

A great, strong POWER that can stream from the “dynamo of human thought processes” is capable 

of healing these wounds once again so that the revelations of life on Earth can continue to exist in 

order to continue to collect their experiences. A lot of requirements are necessary to give embodied 

beings the opportunities to exist so that they can unfold and develop higher in the form they inhabit 

planet Earth. Everything is exhaled and maintained by the ONE SINGULAR CAUSELESS 

POWER. The unfoldment does however depend on what has been created and on the creators. It 

depends on what develops and the interactions and tension that are achieved between one another. 

The diversity of the results is incalculable to even the highest ENTITIES and they represent what is 

called the “cosmoses”.  

 

Everything however senses its CREATOR and MAINTAINER deep within and everything has the 

longing to get to know its CAUSE and to strive towards it, that is to say, to live and to express this 

CAUSE – to make it visible.  

 

It doesn’t matter what it is, it swings slow or faster. Slow swinging things are visible to physical 

eyes, perceptive to the senses. Things do disappear from the physical senses from a certain point 

onwards, but they are perceptible to the NON-PHYSICAL ORGANS to the degree these ORGANS 

have been trained. The higher these spiritual SENSES have been educated, the higher the 

opportunities for their owners to recognise things. Things then unveil their true character of their 

own accord and one can then perceive the infinite swinging and dancing of the atoms. An adept can 

deal with the perceived and he knows that within this flowing, swinging and dancing, he is a part of 

the whole. He also knows that he has the ability to change and to transform this swinging with the 

help of his trained thoughts, according to his will. He will however only do so when he sees that 

things unfold that could damage visible revelations. This ethereal development and transformation 

is difficult to express in words, it can be better expressed in images, but only the striving can 

understand it. 

There is no standstill and no rest for as long as creation is in action and the fact that there are still 



veils in place in regards to the SOUL’S ORGANS of human beings’ is a good thing and they may 

certainly not be briskly wrenched away. Human beings must slowly grow into the unveiled in order 

to learn to bear it and in order to be able to act within this world as a part of it. ENTITIES that hold 

and maintain the forms for a certain period of time are everywhere, ENTITIES of the most ethereal 

and miniscule kind, ENTITIES the adept is beholden to love. Everything visible would end up in 

chaos, if they were delivered from their assignment.  

 

 
24th of July 1964 – 10:30 am 
 

Our words go to those whose consciousness occupies a level that we want to and must address with 

our words. Therefore be completely calm and joyful, because everything goes as planned. But the 

actively aggravating POWERS must be lovingly pushed aside to begin with. Once this has 

happened, the words of the loving, serving TEACHERS will quickly reach the HEARTS that yearn 

for them, that will understand them and that will become light, joyful and lovingly serving through 

understanding them. This is the meaning of our words.  

 

We have approached people through these love services that are capable of HEARING us and that 

willingly took on this duty. They are however not miracle workers, not people that stand out in a 

crowd. Simple, burdened and beset, driven by the terrestrial, but filled with a desire to help and with 

boundless love, standing amidst the conditions here on planet Earth, this is how our helpers and 

mediators work, and this is how it should be. We can work and act within the stillness of self-

sacrificing HEARTS. Our work place is not in HEARTS that are loud and turbulent, because craving 

for recognition, imperiousness and conceitedness work against the work that we do. 

 

Our mediators are not ascetics, not abnormal seeming people that mentally and physically wrap 

themselves in ”cosmic vestments” and seemingly wander about meekly. They are people that attract 

attention through their resourcefulness, through their increasingly visible intuitions, through their 

joyfulness and happiness, people one can generally like. They are people that accomplish more and 

do more than their fellow men, but still have shortcomings in other people’s eyes and therefore do 

not conform to the completely outdated image of saints at all. They wander along open minded and 

understanding in regards to everything and those that know and see them are not supposed to notice 

anything about the burden they took upon themselves. This is why they say relatively little about 

their assignments, but work for their fellow men with love, joy and gratefulness without giving 

remuneration a single thought.  

 

 
2nd of August 1964 – 8 am 
 

The things that cannot be perceived with the five senses is you, yourselves. But what’s perceptible 

are the clothes you wrap yourselves with affectionately supported by the ENTITIES that watch over 

you. Life is an eternal flowing, an eternal changing of itself, an eternal change and transformation. 

Life is movement and a wandering between two worlds, the visible and the INVISIBLE. When you 

die – as you call it – you immediately find yourselves in the INVISIBLE WORLD again, a world 

you once again leave the instant your next incarnation begins. Do not believe that your physical 

death means an end or eternal rest, it is just a transition into another FORM of EXISTENCE, one 

that is as real and actual as the one you experience in your present body.   

 

 

The “paradise” you were led to believe that it exist does not exist – unless you were to find it INSIDE 



of you, the way the UNIVERSAL TEACHER JESUS expressed it: “The kingdom of God is within 

you.” As wanderers between two worlds, you carry heaven and hell within you. Heaven is the clarity 

of knowledge about what you really are. Hell is ignorance and dullness.  

 

Those that know, know the LAW of CAUSE and EFFECT and those do not know and don’t want to 

know, constantly create causes with life-hindering effects. The knowledge is inherent in all living 

beings and the ability to apply this knowledge also. It is however up to all embodied beings to 

recognise the tendency to identify with the body, with this great inertia, and the tendency to allow 

their five senses to advise them. The time has come for this conditional inertia to disappear and for 

human beings to wake up and recognise that they live in two worlds.   

 

You are radiant, creative BEINGS that can, through the eternal renewal that connotes life in two 

worlds, become ever more radiant. Physical death and the decay of the terrestrial garment connotes 

a renewal, connotes the opportunity to done a new garment, one that you can configure and weave 

during the disembodied PERIOD of EXISTENCE, from the material you collected during your 

embodied life. Be glad about this and do not allow anything to scare you. Your body is a precious 

thing, but it is only a garment for you, a garment the kind you have already donned untold times 

before and will wear untold times in the future. This life is just a fleeting moment of your true 

existence, just a second, because you have been exhaled with the rest of creation and your existence 

is and consists with the CREATIVE POWER and it will never end, because everything exists within 

HIM and HE is infinite.  

 

3rd of August 1964 – 7:30 am 
 

The Earth is not a valley of tears. See, a lighter and brighter time is beginning. The Earth lives her 

way out of the deep, the solid and the lower vibrations. You can feel it: People no longer stick to 

one locality, a great yearning to travel, to wander from one place to another starts everywhere. It 

matter not whether to body is young or old, terrestrial mankind would like to see, perceive and 

absorb the wonders and the beauty of their home planet. Clothes become lighter, brighter and more 

cheerful, houses and apartments are also becoming brighter, lighter and everything visibly relaxes. 

This brightening up takes place faster and faster and more visible all the time.  

 

Through loosening up INSIDE and outside, mankind will become lighter and more cheerful, it will 

soon be able to recognise that everything is ONE. Boundaries inside and outside will fall. Human 

beings will be able to leave their planet and, like other human races on other planets, not only their 

thoughts and actions will be free, they will also be free from their attachment to a home planet. As 

the cause of all movement and the building blocks for everything visible is the same throughout the 

cosmos, the visible bodies of a human race will not essentially change unless we are dealing with 

their INNER and external vibrations, something today’s adepts are already capable of to a certain 

degree. The great transformations take place INSIDE human being, in their character and this brings 

about a hardly externally noticeable change within the blood, the carrier of all the possibilities a 

physical life offers.  

 

Therefore, do not attach yourselves to anything, remain light and bright and do not collect things 

you do not need. Let your terrestrial abodes, your clothes and the food you eat be clean, bright and 

cheerful to a degree where you don’t have to spend all of your time on Earth with their procurement, 

so that you have time to listen to, to understand and to learn from other people, either through words 

or scripts or other forms of expressions. So that you have time to understand your home planet and 

to get to know it, maybe through travel, hiking or meditation, ergo entering deep within its character. 

This frees your thoughts and your HEARTS from the Earth’s gravitational pull and also detaches 



you from the evil the deepest attraction to physical things represents. You will enter the NON-

PHYSICAL WORLD relieved in the knowledge that, whilst you prepare yourselves for the next 

incarnation, you have made a contribution towards a completely changed world, a lighter, 

BRIGHTER WORLD (the Earth), because a lot of beings incarnate on the planet they lived on the 

last time around.         

 

The LAW of HIGHER DEVELOPMENT for every form of existence is found within itself and the 

striving for unfoldment towards the CAUSE also. You have consciously adopted your terrestrial 

body and with it an embodied existence on Earth and you must try to utilise this terrestrial life in 

order to effectively deal with all terrestrial concerns so that they might get brighter and more radiant 

with you and through you. Therefore do not segregate yourselves from the totality of revealed life. 

Pray and work, ergo work in order to turn your daily existence into a prayer, what kind of work 

you do matters not. Whether you perform profane tasks or whether you do the work of an artist, do 

everything that is required joyfully, cheerfully and by silently praying, so that you will succeed with 

everything to be of benefit and a blessing to everybody. A well performed task doesn’t just please 

you, but it also pleases your fellow men. The circle around you might be large or small, try to be a 

source of joy.  

 

 Higher SPIRIT ENTITIES are pleased when you call upon them to assist you, even with the 

smallest, finest things. When the small things are done in order to HONOUR the HIGHEST, larger 

and greater things are easier. Do everything joyfully and you will be open to intuitions and you will 

succeed with everything. There is a difference between simply throwing a flower’s bulb on the 

ground or lovingly planting the seeds in the soil. Everything you treat lovingly will thank you with 

love. Whether you prepare your meals discontent and grumbling matters, your meal – lovingly 

prepared – will be more palatable to everybody, whether it is simple or elaborate. Of what use are 

high-sounding prayers someone uncaringly recites and simply causes a nuisance all around? They 

are empty words, without effect, something lost, without sense and benefit. Pray and work, let this 

be your attitude during your life on planet Earth. 

 

13th of August 1964 – 8:30 am 
 

For as long as you think, it could also be different, you live a free and conscious life, as you were 

intended to live. GOD alone is constant, nothing else. Remember that consciousness is supposed to 

expand and that the abundance of the revealed is as infinite as the CREATIVE POWER itself. 

Always see yourselves as a PART of GOD, something all of us are, and you are on the right path. – 

Think about this! 

 

8:45 am 
 

Strong and most powerful CENTRES of ENERGY exist everywhere and adepts can do something 

with their CURRENTS and STREAMS, they can consciously live of them, tap into them and 

transform a lot of things with them… 

 
(Unfortunately ran out of time to continue writing). 

 

9:30 am (In regards to tapeworm-long sentences) 

 

This is done on purpose, because reading such sentences requires a higher level of concentration 

than reading short sentences. Besides, a long sentence compels one to think and to learn patience. 

No sections may be wrenched from these sentences, because standing as a small sentence on their 



own, they wouldn’t make any sense. A long sentence contains everything that wants to be conveyed, 

including all unconditional coherences. Those that we want to reach will understand us.  

 

18th of August 1964 – 7:30 am (Enjoyment contains the sting of disgust)  

 

When you eat too much of a dish that gives you pleasure, it will turn into a nasty discomfort, because 

when you grant your palate its wishes, your stomach and your gallbladder cannot cope with it and 

both of them will give you grief that you will have to bear, because the stomach and the gall bladder 

are a part of your body. The same applies to all other pleasures. When you exaggerate you suffer 

the consequences and to enjoy true pleasures is therefore in your hands. Your organs are your 

servants and when you treat them correctly they will caringly look after your body, your instrument 

that makes it possible for you to move about in the physical world. You have the opportunity to 

keep all functions in an equilibrium, because the knowledge of how you have to utilise your body 

has been inside of you from the start. The moment you recognise that you are not your body, but the 

Lord in your body, you will recognise how you have to treat your body so that it may serve you 

until you knowingly move on and therefore no longer require it.  

 

The atoms of your body stem from the same SOURCE where all the atoms of all the bodies of your 

fellow men come from and the substance of all bodies returns to the SOURCE of ENERGY from 

where it stems from. We are dealing with terrestrial bodies with all their physical appearances, 

temporarily assembled atoms, atomic garments that comply with specific, imagined forms. They are 

controlled and animated by the purely SPIRITUAL. It is your SPIRIT SELF, it existed from the 

beginning, that dons and doffs the body and that is capable of maintaining this garment clean, 

beautiful and adequate. It is possible to recognise this and it is also possible to draw from this INNER 

KNOWLEDGE, particularly when you go silently WITHIN yourself. This is where you are YOU-

YOURSELF.  

 

2:45 pm 
 

When you knowingly bless your abode with your HEART, no other human being can enter this site 

and contaminate it with its breath. No base SPIRIT BEING can enter your blessed abode, even 

though door and windows mean nothing to them. Don’t relent with blessing your abode, do it on a 

daily basis and never leave it without leaving your blessing behind. This is more important than all 

fussing and cleaning! You will find that people with your way of thinking feel comfortable in your 

abode, that flowers and animals thrive there and that the foul breath of avidity cannot encroach.  

 

30th of August 1964 (Concerning alchemy) 

 

Because everything is one and all components are maintained by the same POWER, it is absolutely 

possible for human beings to participate in the creation of existing things through tele-mutations. 

The moment human beings are capable of making the boundaries that seem to isolate them 

disappear, and they are - time, space and prejudice bound thoughts - they know that they are 

connected with everything and can therefore be amongst everything. They can be the things they 

observe and therefore experience and comprehend them based on their capability to think and their 

omni-solidarity allows them to change and transform them, ergo transmute them. This is possible 

to all human beings amidst all revealed lifeforms that consciously and aspiringly know how to train 

and to develop their SOUL’S ORGANS. Every atom thinks, because GOD, the THINKER as it 

were, is the MAINTAINER and THINKER in the smallest and the largest.  

 

Nothing therefore exists that is excluded from the ability to think. Mind you: The ability! – Abilities 



must however be developed and trained!  

 

1st of September 1964 
 

Exactly the way artists can create the most glorious figures in their mind and with their hands from 

a lump of clay found on the ground, the highest of ENTITIES conceived and created human beings 

from atoms. They love and look after their creatures, they form, change and bless them. But the 

components of all of creation and creatures flow from and are maintained by the ONE SINGULAR 

POWER and nothing exists or could exist without it. We call this ONE SINGULAR POWER, 

existing from within itself, “GOD” and we acknowledge it as the UNIVERSAL GOD. The 

CREATORS of the creature “Man” in its revealed form, utilised the atoms conceived and 

maintained by HIM – knowing full well that they themselves also flowed from HIM and exist 

through HIM – in order to create forms wherein the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT can reside and whose 

bodies are maintained by the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT, through that UNIVERSAL LIFE FORCE.  

 

Understand this correctly: The UNIVERSAL LIFE FORCE called GOD gives and gives in an 

eternally constant STREAM and knows nothing about what happens to this POWER, it preserves 

everything with its POWER and no matter how you see things, it preserves everything for as long 

as it exhales – and nothing but itself remains when it inhales resting within itself. The BREATH of 

the UNIVERSAL FORCE and UNIVERSAL POWER preserves everything that’s possibly 

conceivable, so that it can reveal itself on any plane and level, in any shape or form. HIS BREATH 

contains all the LAWS that make creation possible and force everything to harmonise with the 

infinite, the inconceivable.  

 

When you comprehend this you will also gain access to the thought processes of higher ENTITIES 

and you will be able to imagine, ever more clearly, what creation actually is and how it proceeds, 

how it is maintained and propelled. Your overview will continue to grow and your insights will 

become clearer all the time. But know that you will never gain a complete overview unless you 

have dissolved within the UNIVERSAL POWER, within GOD and you no longer exist as a particle, 

but as the POWER in HIM. Because everything returns to the SOURCE in an eternal ebb and flow.  

 

Every CENTRE of POWER within revealed creation is nourished through smaller CENTRES of 

POWER. The human thought process is a CENTRES of POWER that can develop to unimaginable 

strengths. It is capable of turning into a creator of its own by being able to force the REVEALED 

to form into something according to its thoughts. It is capable of forcing the revealed, with its 

concentrated, correctly trained thought processes, to transform. This explains the “miracles” JESUS 

performed, his healings. Thoughts are a FORCE that can change whole worlds!    

 

6th of September 1964 – 8:30 am 
 

Dealing with the psycho-sciences is in itself already a key to opening the ORGANS installed within 

human beings that allow them to penetrate into HIGHER WORLDS during their embodiment and 

life under the laws of physical matter. Human beings must do things of their own accord and work 

towards a specific direction, a direction that the impressions of their physical organs do not initially 

find agreeable. But those that manage to harmonise everything have already penetrated into 

HIGHER FORMS OF EXISTENCES and they can consciously participate in the great revelations 

of life. The path is open to everyone! But only believing, only pleading and waiting for “something 

to happen” leads to nothing. Doing, consciously doing it over again and lovingly striving, trying to 

see what’s behind things – you know what I mean – must one day open the door to the UNKNOWN. 

Therefore: Try over again to strengthen your inner cheeriness and calmness, your superiority and 



joy for being allowed to live, your gratefulness and your humility. Do not allow external things to 

deviate you from your path. Exercises, ERGO the conscious absorption of PRANIC AETHER and 

the practised breathing and intellectual training are indeed required, but praying as a conscious 

connection to the life-supporting STREAMS from GOD’S HEART also.  

 

One’s existence should be a singular prayer within one’s HEART according to the instructions of 

the sensory organs, but something that may never be interrupted. On the contrary, everything should 

be controlled, illuminated and done from INSIDE, everything visible must then also arrange itself 

to a certain level of harmony. Profane things are then eliminated so they cannot hinder the 

SPIRITUAL within the visible. – Think about this!  

 

2:30 pm 
 

Avoid all attachments, they hinder your development. Attachment is arrest, ergo standstill. But this 

doesn’t mean that you should meet those that help you progress with ungratefulness and arrogance. 

I thereby mean your spiritual TEACHERS. But do retain a part of all of them with love in your 

HEART, but do not dedicate yourself completely to anyone, because you are an independent being 

and you should learn to verify this. Let all of them be your loved friends, but know that you have 

other FRIENDS, FRIENDS you presently know nothing about. This means that you are a long way 

from seeing your FRIENDS and TEACHERS as they really are. You would be astonished if you 

were to have a true image of JESUS CHRIST, of who and what he is. You would be astonished if 

you could SEE and you would be deeply moved and bedazzled by his gloriousness. The fact that 

you cannot yet comprehend a lot of things is a good thing, but you should know what’s ahead of you 

so that it can be comprehended by you. There is no standstill and there are no boundaries in all the 

revelations of the ONE SINGULARITY, He who is everyone and everything.  

 

23rd of September 1964 – 9:30 am 
 

We ask you over again to see everything as a whole. It represents a gigantic mosaic wherein one 

little piece of stone explains those next to it, where one little stone belongs with the others, ergo 

where nothing is segregated. Think about this fact as often as you can and try to clearly visualise 

this. There is a need to expand and to stretch the SPIRIT into HIGHER DIMENSIONS.   

 

29th of September 1964 – 10:30 am 
 

Look at the eternal interplay between FORCES: The EARTH’S STREAMS climb up in a tree and 

in human beings also and they open themselves to cosmic STREAMS, they absorb them and draw 

them down to Earth. This is where the finest connections and transformations of the saps of life 

takes place and they in turn rise up again towards the cosmic FORCES. All life is a constant flowing 

and streaming, an interplay between FORCES and ENERGIES wherein no standstill can be found. 

Human beings should be consciously aware about the things plants do intuitively. They must learn 

to understand it. – The hands of human beings are the catchers, the antenna that attract cosmic 

STREAMS and supply it to the body so that it will be cleansed from the slags of false thoughts.  

 

Do not sever the connection to your Earth. These STREAMS must be able to go through you 

unimpeded. When you cover your head with impermeable fabrics or spoil your hair with clogging 

essences, lacquer or fats, you cannot feel and receive the glorious RAYS that give human beings 

POWER, beauty and youth. When you force your body into tight, impermeable clothes, the 

STREAMS of LIFE cannot circle within you and the sustaining AETHER cannot touch your skin. 

Avoid all of these things and only protect your body from the cold and the wind with natural fabrics. 



Human beings spoil their enjoyment of life by creating false beauty ideals. All bodies are beautiful 

in any form or shape if they are healthy and every soul that is pure can sustain a useable body 

through its UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE. This UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE lies deep in your 

HEART. Only allow yourself to be guided by the VOICE of your HEART and you will be a blessing 

to your environment.  

 

18th of October 1964 
 

The diaphragm is the sounding board for external vibrations. A lot of people sense events in their 

body that are still in the air. This happens because these events are in the process of materialising. 

Sensitive people can already catch them, mostly on a subconscious level, whilst they develop. They 

then feel a stronger or lesser unrest in their body as an agreeable sign of coming, joyful events or 

an unpleasant sign of hostile events. The RADIATION from events that will affect human beings 

proceed these events and it collides with the diaphragm of sensitive people and allows them to 

perceptibly feel this agitation.   

 

Sensitive people are also often affected by events that take place far away from them, events about 

to happen or events that affect people that they hardly know. These people, those that sense 

earthquakes, floods, agglomerations of hatred and wars, ego feel this, are human beings that are 

consciously aware that they are a part of all of humanity and they feel connected with everything, 

also with planet Earth. The human body is a very delicate instrument, an instrument its inhabitant 

can still do and achieve unimaginable things with.  

 

16th of November 1964 – 10:30 am 
 

The home planet people live on belongs to all human beings. The planet is the abode of mankind 

and everything belongs to all and sundry whilst they live on the planet. For individuals to greedily 

grab everything whilst their fellow human beings suffer hardships contravenes the LAW. I mean 

genuine hardships in body and soul. It is the right of all human being to have just enough, 

particularly when they do not want abundance and are happy with just enough. A too large a physical 

abundance is already seen as an encumbrance these days, because people begin to realise that they 

do not have a permanent abode on Earth and that they are wanderers between two worlds. Think 

about the things you still have too much of and the material things you are able to give away with a 

cheerful heart to those that you know that they suffer in body and soul. Think about the IDEAL 

things you can give to those that suffer hardships in their souls.  

 

25th of November 1964 
 

The revelation of life called “Man” is the same everywhere on all planets, on all planets that offer 

this form of revelation of life the right living conditions and are predestined to offer humanities a 

motherly home. Breathing, food, form, consistency, levels of consciousness and conditions vary, 

but the human image as a sentient being is the same throughout all cosmoses, “Man”. You cannot 

perceive other forms of evolution most times, but they exist just the same. Human beings are 

creatures that can grasp their spiritual and physical CAUSE to a high degree, creatures that can 

ultimately and finally raise themselves up to their original CAUSE and dissolve in it in order to 

unfold once again after eons have past.      

 

 
 
15th of December 1964 – 7:30 am 



 

No matter what earth-age you perceive to be, strive for perfection! Not ambitiously should you 

strive, no, you should strive knowing that you carry this perfection within you. Do everything you 

do with the knowledge that you could do it perfectly. Do everything with a matter of fact certainty 

that you should always feel within you. Speak clearly and in a melodious voice. Walk upright and 

without haste. Allow everything you do and perform to be a joy and a blessing to other. To live 

correctly is so simple! You are human beings and human beings are a thought of GOD, the 

UNIVERSAL SINGULAR THINKER of all thoughts.  

 

18th of January 1965 
 

What can be said is that this year will pass in a jiffy. Things are at foot that will leave you speechless. 

The transformation of human thought processes that is presently and powerfully taking place will 

confuse the minds of those that simply drift along in the general STREAM of thoughts that is 

propelled by mediocre IMPULSES. Extricate yourselves from this STREAM that flows towards 

perdition and regression, that is to say, in incarnations on dark planets and obfuscated realms. 

Extricate yourselves as BEARERS of the LIGHT within the human thought processes.  

 

Looking from afar one can see DARK CLOUDS gathering around planet Earth and they are caused 

by fear, greed, avarice, imperiousness and a craving for recognition and also by arrogance and 

vanity. But the IRRADIATIONS that hit the Earth coming from the cosmos are bright 

RADIATIONS and they can partially turn these CLOUDS of DESTRUCTION into LIGHT, 

supported by ENTITIES with a friendly attitude towards the Earth. But you, who are in the process 

of awakening, should direct all your thoughts and deeds towards teasing brightness and warmth 

from your HEARTS, as much as you can. Try this over and over again! When you are alone, spread 

out your arms with the palms of your hands facing upwards and you will feel a STREAM in your 

hands you can use to bless and to cleanse everything around you. Constantly focus your thoughts 

on love and LIGHT and do not allow anything visual to confuse your thoughts and your deeds. You 

emerged from the LIGHT, you walk in the LIGHT and you will become LIGHT. – Do not forget 

this! 

 

22nd of January 1965 
 

Respect the INTELLIGENCE and the WISDOM creation reveals. You are allowed to see what’s 

behind events within the revealed and behind the coherences of the DISEMBODIED to an ever 

higher degree. Your world, your worlds will turn wider and brighter all the time. Look at everything 

filled with joy and gratefulness and demand to see, to hear and to feel more and more, but persist 

with being reverential and humble in regards to the greatness of the POWER you call “GOD”. Stop 

once and for all with destroying everything like ignorant children, things you looked at with 

astonishment only a short time ago. Wars, altercations and conflicts should no longer take place in 

this period of awakening. Do not all signs indicate that this no longer fits within your view of the 

world, the way it no longer fits within your thought processes, namely to believe in a “universally 

benevolent God”, one who knows human emotions like anger and revenge… 

 
(Transmission interrupted) 

 

 
 
 
24th of January 1965 – 5 pm (In regards to telepathy)  



 

Thoughts know neither time nor space and telepathy is thought transference. The moment a 

RECEIVER tunes in, for instance on a SENDER is knows, thoughts appear within its mind the 

moment the SENDER thinks and transmits three-dimensional thoughts. The way a pure thought can 

race off to the most distant corners of the cosmos without being aware of time and space, one brain 

can reach another brain via telepathy. Like-minded people, ergo people on the same level of 

consciousness, automatically tune into the thought processes of their partner, with his or her 

permission of course, and think their partner’s thoughts simultaneously. When these messages are 

written down, which demands time, a slowing down of the RECEPTION ensues. 

TRANSMISSIONS can also be recorded in the brain like with a tape recorder, they must however 

be “played” immediately, because they very quickly fade away.  

 

There are people that can, if they want to, tune into the NET where telepathic TRANSMISSIONS 

are available. The RECEIVER must however be able to accurately differentiate which SENDER it 

is tuned into. Every RECEIVER receives the TRANSMISSIONS that oscillate on the level their 

consciousness occupies. This is quite obvious to a consciously or subconsciously trained 

RECEIVER. The consciously trained RECEIVER knows the level it presently occupies – and the 

subconsciously trained RECEIVER has been tuned to a specific level by higher ENTITIES and is 

therefore an instrument for higher or lesser ENTITIES.  

 

Telepathy is the language used to communicate from one planet to another planet, from one cosmos 

to another cosmos and from the embodied to the DISEMBODIED. Telepathy is the language and 

the means of communication for all creatures altogether. When a SENDER transmits something, 

the SENDER must however work consciously, the transmitted stands there to be heard and seen by 

those that are tuned into the still unverified delicate FLUID MEDIUM that is simultaneously present 

everywhere. This FLUID MEDIUM is eternally moving and there are no words to explain these 

delicate processes.   

 

Genuine telepathy that is nowadays possible is an absolute mutual oscillation between two or more 

souls that are in constant contact with one another, and this without taking distances into 

consideration. They oscillate within the same spheres and must therefore be touched by the same 

IMPULSES which are then expressed in actions. Two or more mutually oscillating human beings, 

it matters not on which planet they live on, whether on one or on various planets, have no need for 

any human language in order to make themselves completely understood. They are ONE in regards 

to time and space. We can also be dealing with a constant telepathic connection between TEACHER 

and pupil whereby the TEACHER and the pupil never physically see or saw one another. The pupil 

is taught, tested and pulled higher when he understand how TO HEAR the VOICE of his TEACHER 

and when he can SEE the TRANSMISSIONS that contain the TEACHER’S explanatory images. 

There is still a lot for you to learn and to comprehend, such a lot that makes the human existence 

beautiful, free and widely oscillating!  

 

 
18th of February 1965 
 

GOD’S PLAN is the LAW that is inherent in everything and according to whom everything unfolds. 

This LAW is contained within everything, everything is also preserved by this LAW and nothing 

exists that could escape this LAW, because it is there to fulfil GOD’S PLAN. Human beings are 

destined to incrementally recognise the LAW and incrementally allowed to collaborate in its 

fulfilment. The moment human beings have recognised the LAWS of CAUSE and EFFECT and are 

in a position to apply the thus detected, they are WORKERS in GOD’S GARDEN, conscious 



servants – people on the right path.      

 

19th of March 1965 
 

Know that the time has come to realise that money and possessions are no longer the things worth 

striving for. An awakening runs through human souls and the profiteers and peddlers sense with 

dismay that their imagined power no longer sits on a mighty throne, but that it is gradually but surely 

dragged down to where it belongs. This doesn’t mean that terrestrial people should no longer strive 

for everything that’s beautiful, for harmony and the revelation of all the aspects that belong to human 

beings. Human beings have not been envisaged to blemish the terrestrial landscape as shabby 

beggars. But they must realise that all the things their HEARTS so often unnecessarily desire and 

excite it, are transient. Mother Earth is willing to lend all her ENERGY to human beings so that 

they can reveal a free, beautiful and widely resonating life on her. She endeavours to realise all the 

ideas human beings come up with in regards to buildings and installations, but she must at times 

sing a macabre song and allow the elements to scream: “Tand, tand is the structure of human hand.” 

She does this with love and it is her contribution towards the higher development of the souls 

residing on her.   

 

“Do not judge so that you will not be judged.” – Let them go, those that think that they are prophets. 

They mean well and they do this and teach what their conscience allows. All false prophets, meaning 

those that know that the things they teach are false and still go ahead in order to live a better material 

life, because all of them have their auditorium, judge themselves and it is not up to you to do so, 

because you would place yourselves on their level. Let then talk and judge, but you remain silent 

and forgive them in your HEARTS.  

 

Try to find the good will and the urge to serve in all those that have the arrogance to enforce their 

own views and insights on others, if they do this for free and without physical remuneration. If their 

intensions are born from within a pure heart, they will grow into their task and oscillate higher, 

thereby gaining their remuneration and a fullness of life. They will receive the things they require 

without having to ask or even beg for them. – JESUS said: “Seek first the REALM of GOD within 

you and his JUSTICE and all such things will be given to you.”   

 

* * * * * * * 

      


